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Abstract: We investigate ultra-broadband wavelength converters based on 
cascaded second-harmonic generation and difference frequency generation 
using Bessel-chirped gratings (BCGs) in lithium niobate waveguides, and 
compare them to the ones using uniform grating and segmented grating, 
respectively. For the same length and power, the BCGs show broader 
bandwidth than the other two types of grating. The ripple of the matching 
response is very small as well. Analysis also shows that almost the same 
conversion bandwidth and maximum conversion efficiency with tolerant 
response flatness can be achieved when the manufacturing tolerance of the 
waveguide length is smaller than 0.1 cm. 
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1. Introduction 

Recently, broadband wavelength converters based on second-order nonlinear-optical effect in 
quasi-phase matched (QPM) waveguides have attracted much attentions thank to their ultra-
fast optical responses, large nonlinear coefficients, negligible spontaneous emission noise, 
low cross-talk and complete transparency [1–14]. Besides the wavelength conversion 
function, these devices can be also used to realize modulation format conversion [15,16], 
signal optical multicasting [17,18] and logical XOR operation [19]. Difference frequency 
generation [2–4] (DFG) is the simplest approach to achieve wavelength conversion in QPM 
waveguides. However, this scheme suffers from the following problem. When launching the 
780 nm pump wave and the 1.5 μm signal wave into the waveguide simultaneously, the 
waveguide can typically only support quasi-TM00 mode in the 1.5-μm band. To overcome this 
problem, two schemes using cascaded second-harmonic generation and difference frequency 
generation (SHG + DFG) and cascaded sum and difference frequency generation (SFG + 
DFG) were proposed, respectively; and studied both theoretically and experimentally [6–9]. 

Typically, periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) fabricated by the technology of Ti 
diffusion [20] or annealed proton exchange [21] (APE) has been employed in wavelength 
converters. However, the conversion bandwidth of about 80 nm for such waveguides with 
uniform grating structure is very limited [2,3,11]. This will affects the multichannel 
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conversion in the wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems, which usually requires 
the conversion bandwidth to be as broad as possible to cover the whole communication band 
and the response should be flat enough so that no optical equalizer will be required to 
compensate the spectrum distortion after wavelength conversion takes place. Beside 
conversion bandwidth and response flatness, conversion efficiency is also an important 
characteristic for wavelength converters, and both of the conversion bandwidth and efficiency 
will vary with waveguide length. Generally, longer waveguides result to higher conversion 
efficiency but smaller conversion bandwidth [10, 14]. That is, broader conversion bandwidth 
can be obtained by using shorter waveguides with some conversion efficiency penalty. S. 
Kurimura and R. Kou [22,23] reported very high normalized conversion efficiency, 
370%W−1cm−2 for SHG, by utilizing adhered-ridge-waveguide (ARW) devices. This 
efficiency is more than twice that of the typical APE devices in the telecommunication 
wavelength region, which means it is possible to obtain large conversion bandwidth by using 
short ARW instead of long APE waveguide for the same efficiency. Another effective method 
to broaden the conversion bandwidth is employing engineered QPM structures. By using 
segmented gratings, T. Liu [10] obtained enhanced conversion bandwidth. For 3-cm-long 3-
segment PPLN, the bandwidth reaches 160 nm, −10.46 dB (10%W−1cm−2) conversion 
efficiency is achieved simultaneously. X. Liu [11] demonstrated that, by taking advantage of 
segmented gratings and adding phase-shift sections between two adjacent segments, 10 nm 
additional conversion bandwidth can be obtained in comparison with that of using segmented 
gratings only, meanwhile the conversion efficiency of about −5 dB (79%W−1cm−2) remains 
almost the same. However, the response in his schemes is saddle-like with large ripple. To 
flatten the response, A. Tehranchi [13] reported a step-chirped structure and obtained less than 
0.2 dB response flatness and −16.1 dB (5%W−1cm−2) conversion efficiency based on it, but 
the conversion bandwidth of about 95 nm is limited. S. Gao [14] proposed a sinusoidally 
chirped optical superlattice (SCOS) structure to widen the bandwidth as well as reduce the 
ripple on response. By using this structure in a 3-cm-long waveguide, he achieved 142 nm 
conversion bandwidth, −9.3 dB (4%W−1cm−2) conversion efficiency, and 0.46 dB response 
flatness, respectively; but the bandwidth is still not sufficiently large. 

In this paper, we present a novel Bessel-chirped gratings (BCGs) for wavelength 
converters based on cascaded SHG + DFG. By employing the BCGs, the conversion 
bandwidth can be greatly broadened, and flat response can be simultaneously obtained. 
Comparison among BCGs, uniform grating, and segmented grating is also carried out. The 
results show that conversion devices employing BCGs have broader bandwidth and smaller 
ripples. Furthermore, we evaluate the properties of BCGs-based devices with different 
waveguide lengths but same variation of poling period and show that almost the same 
combined performances can be obtained when the manufacturing tolerance of waveguide 
length is within 0.1 cm. Therefore, the proposed BCGs are suitable for fabrication. 

2. Description of the proposed BCGs 

The BCGs structure, as shown in Fig. 1, is implemented in a Z-cut and X-propagating lithium 
niobate channel waveguide. In the structure, the period changes according to the following 
function 

 0( ) 1 ,v

x
x J

L
γ τ ξ

   Λ = Λ + +      
 (1) 

where Jv is Bessel functions of the first kind, v is the order of Bessel functions; γ, τ, and ξ are 
the chirp coefficients; L is the total waveguide length. The Λ0 = λp/(2NSH-2Np) is a period of 
the uniform QPM grating, where NSH and Np are model indices of the second harmonic (SH) 
wave and pump wave, respectively. 
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In this paper, we take the advantage of zero order Bessel function. That is, the order v in 
Eq. (1) is assumed to be 0. In this case, the poling periods of BCGs will change as the J0 curve 
along x direction, as shown in Fig. 1. Through adjusting the chirp coefficients γ and τ, one can 
control the vertical scale and the oscillating period of J0, respectively. In addition, by 
regulating the parameter ξ, the starting point on the horizontal axis of J0 can be changed 
accordingly. Thus the variation of the QPM period is determined by these three coefficients. 
As a result, flattop broadband wavelength conversion can be realized by employing the 
proposed BCGs structure and optimizing γ, τ and ξ accordingly. 

 

Fig. 1. Model of BCGs for cascaded SHG + DFG wavelength conversion. 

In order to increase the conversion bandwidth and enhance the flatness of response, the 
BCGs is utilized in cascaded SHG + DFG wavelength conversion, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Employing the slowly varying envelope approximation [10], the cascaded SHG + DFG 
processes can be expressed by the following nonlinear coupled-mode equations: 

 [ ]* exp ( ) ,
2

p p
p SHG p SH SHG p

E
i E E i x E

x

α
ω κ

∂
= − − ΔΦ −

∂
 (2) 
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x
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∂
 (3) 

 [ ]* exp ( ) ,
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x

αω κ∂
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∂
 (4) 

 [ ] [ ]2 exp ( ) exp ( ) ,
2

SH SH
p SHG p SHG SH DFG s c DFG SH

E
i E i x i E E i x E

x

αω κ ω κ∂
= − ΔΦ − ΔΦ −

∂
(5) 

where Ep, Es, ESH, Ec are the field amplitudes of pump wave, signal wave, SH wave and 
converted wave, respectively. The αi (i = p, s, c or SH) is the propagation loss of ωi. The 

2
02 /SHG eff SHG p SHd CS N Nκ μ=  and 02 /DFG eff DFG S C SHd CS N N Nκ μ=  are the nonlinear 

coupling constants, where Ni denotes the modal index at ωi and can be calculated by using 
Sellmeier equation [24], C is the light speed in vacuum and deff = (2/π) d33 is the effective 
value of the nonlinear coefficient, and d33 parameter of lithium niobate is ≈27 pm/V [25]. 
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Additionally, SSHG and SDFG are the effective interaction areas for SHG and DFG and are 
calculated to be SSHG ≈SDFG ≈47 μm2 using mode overlap integral of the mode field 

distributions [25]. The phase mismatches are ( )
0

( ) 2 2 / ( )
x

SHG SH px x x dxβ β πΔΦ = − − Λ  and 

0
( ) ( ) 2 / ( )

x

DFG SH s cx x x dxβ β β πΔΦ = − − − Λ . The conversion efficiency is defined as η = 10 

× log[Pc(L)/Ps(0)], where Ps and Pc are the powers of input and converted signals 
respectively. 

3. BCGs design results and discussion 

Based on the above theoretical models, the performances of wavelength converters using 
cascaded SHG + DFG interaction in BCGs waveguide are discussed in this section. 
Moreover, comparison among BCGs, uniform grating, and segmented grating [10] is carried 
out in terms of conversion bandwidth, conversion efficiency and the flatness of response. 
Neglecting the waveguide loss, Fig. 2 depicts the conversion efficiencies of proposed BCGs 
against using uniform grating, and 3-segment grating. Here the signal power is 1 mW, the 
pump is 150 mW at 1.55 μm, the total waveguide length is 3 cm, and the temperature is taken 
to be 150°C. The QPM period Λ0, used in Eq. (1), is calculated to be 18.511 μm when the 
SHG interaction is perfectly phase matched. The coupling constants used in Eqs. (2)-(5) are 
calculated as κSHG ≈κDFG ≈0.87 W-1/2cm−1, i.e., the value of κ2

SHG and κ2
DFG corresponding to 

the normalized conversion efficiency is approximately equal to 76%W−1cm−2. An interesting 
figure of merit to compare different wavelength converters, the response flatness, is defined as 
F = ηmax - ηmean, where ηmax and ηmean are maximum and mean conversion efficiencies within 
3-dB bandwidth, respectively. Smaller flatness indicates that corresponding response is more 
flat. 

 

Fig. 2. Conversion efficiencies versus the signal wavelength in uniform grating, 3-segment 
grating and BCGs when the total waveguide length L equals 3 cm. 
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Table 1. Chirp coefficients γ, τ,  and ξ and the corresponding conversion properties for 
various waveguide lengths L 

L/ 
cm 

scheme (a) scheme (b) 

γ τ ξ 
Δλ/ 
nm 

ηmax/ 
dB 

F/ 
dB 

γ τ ξ 
Δλ/ 
nm 

ηmax/ 
dB 

F/ 
dB 

1 0.008320 

11.2 7.2 

311 -33.50 0.71 0.004417 

11.2 1.6 

310 -33.52 0.89 
1.5 0.005632 254 -26.77 0.65 0.003009 254 -26.87 0.77 
2 0.004224 220 -21.95 0.64 0.002269 219 -22.13 0.71 

2.5 0.003456 198 -18.53 0.55 0.001837 196 -18.59 0.65 
3 0.002944 180 -15.67 0.62 0.001536 179 -15.70 0.62 

3.5 0.002560 167 -13.34 0.62 0.001332 166 -13.38 0.57 
4 0.002176 156 -11.10 0.54 0.001174 155 -11.37 0.57 

4.5 0.001920 147 -9.29 0.67 0.001038 145 -9.45 0.62 
5 0.001792 140 -8.05 0.47 0.000956 139 -8.21 0.50 

L/ 
cm 

scheme (c) scheme (d) 

γ τ ξ 
Δλ/ 
nm 

ηmax/ 
dB 

F/ 
dB 

γ τ ξ 
Δλ/ 
nm 

ηmax/ 
dB 

F/ 
dB 

1 0.008704 

8 10.4 

264 -32.00 0.58 0.008832 

8 11.2 

260 -32.10 0.57 
1.5 0.005888 215 -25.14 0.55 0.006016 213 -25.25 0.58 
2 0.004480 186 -20.28 0.61 0.004480 183 -20.35 0.57 

2.5 0.003584 166 -16.58 0.58 0.003456 160 -16.32 0.63 
3 0.002944 151 -13.52 0.54 0.003013 149 -13.62 0.58 

3.5 0.002560 140 -11.06 0.56 0.002560 137 -11.13 0.48 
4 0.002176 128 -8.69 0.56 0.002200 128 -8.86 0.50 

4.5 0.001920 119 -6.70 0.58 0.001984 121 -7.07 0.45 
5 0.001792 115 -5.29 0.53 0.001786 114 -5.37 0.42 

To obtain flat broadband wavelength conversion, the chirp coefficients γ, τ and ξ are 
optimized in terms of conversion bandwidth and response flatness in the processes of 
calculating conversion efficiencies using Eqs. (2)-(5). The response flatness F is assumed to 
be less than 0.75 dB, in the simulation throughout this paper, to ensure flat matching response 
can be achieved. Under this restriction, several combinations of chirp coefficients and the 
corresponding wavelength conversion properties are obtained and shown in Table 1. It can be 
seen from Table 1 that, the conversion bandwidths corresponding to schemes (c) and (d) are 
both much less than those of schemes (a) and (b), for the same waveguide length. Further 
comparing scheme (a) with (b) we can find that, although almost the same bandwidth and 
maximum conversion efficiency can be achieved by using scheme (b) in comparison to those 
of scheme (a), under the same condition, the response flatness of the former is worse than that 
of the latter for short waveguide cases (L≤2cm). Therefore, the chirp coefficients determined 
for scheme (a) can be considered as the optimal chirp coefficients and utilized here to obtain 
broadened conversion bandwidth with flattened response. 

It is evident from Fig. 2 that the 3-dB conversion bandwidth Δλ in the BCGs structure is 
broader than that of the uniform grating and 3-segment grating. The ripple on the response is 
very small as well. For 3-cm-long waveguide, the bandwidths Δλ are 180 nm, 160 nm and 82 
nm, and the flatness F are 0.62 dB, 0.82 dB and 0.64 dB, for BCGs, 3-segment and uniform 
gratings, respectively. The 180 nm bandwidth covers almost the whole S-band, the whole C-
band and L-band, and a half of U-band. 
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Fig. 3. Conversion bandwidths versus the total waveguide length in uniform grating, 3-segment 
grating and BCGs. 

It is important that the proposed BCGs structure should be suitable for different 
waveguide lengths to ensure that the same wavelength conversion properties can be obtained 
no matter what the length is. Therefore, the performances of BCGs-based wavelength 
converters are investigated by varying the total waveguide length. The corresponding 
comparison among BCGs, uniform grating, and 3-segment grating is also provided. Figure 3 
illustrates the conversion bandwidths Δλ versus the total waveguide length for different QPM 
structures. It can be seen that the bandwidths decrease as the length increases in all three 
gratings. Additionally, Δλ of BCGs for waveguide lengths ranging from 1 cm to 5 cm are 
obviously greater than that of the others two gratings. For example, when the length increases 
from 3 cm to 4 cm, the Δλ in BCGs structure is 155 nm which is 83 nm and 16 nm broader 
than that of uniform and 3-segment gratings, respectively. The reason for such excellent 
conversion bandwidth can be contributed to the fact that the BCGs structure has many 
reciprocal wave vectors. It is well known that, for QPM wavelength conversion, the phase 
matching condition is a crucial issue and generally must be satisfied to achieve good 
properties. However, in cascaded SHG + DFG-based devices using uniform grating, the SHG 
QPM condition is exactly satisfied, whereas the DFG process is mismatched especially when 
the difference between signal wavelength and pump wavelength becomes large. These will 
lead to limited conversion bandwidths. But, as just mentioned, the BCGs structure has large 
number of reciprocal wave vectors, which means that enough momenta can be provided to 
satisfy QPM conditions for both SHG and DFG simultaneously, though they are not exactly 
matched. As the result, the response can be broadened and flattened by optimizing the periods 
of BCGs. 

The conversion efficiency and the flatness of response are other two important figures of 
merit for wavelength converters in the WDM systems. Therefore, both of them are 
quantitatively analyzed here for various waveguide lengths, as shown in Figs. 4. It can be seen 
from Fig. 4(a) that the maximum efficiency ηmax of BCGs is less than that of the uniform and 
3-segment gratings. However, the flatness F is better in comparison with the 3-segment 
grating and much closer to that of the uniform grating, and in some cases of 2.5-cm-, 4-cm- 
and 5-cm-long waveguide, the F of BCGs is even flatter than that of uniform grating, as 
shown in Fig. 4(b). Different conversion properties in uniform grating, 3-segment grating and 
BCGs result from different purposes of the poling periods designed for. Both the segmented 
grating and BCGs are designed to broaden conversion bandwidth, but the former in [10] is 
optimized to obtain high conversion efficiency simultaneously, whereas the latter in this paper 
is designed to achieve better response flatness at the same time. As a result, the BCGs shows 
better performances in bandwidth and flatness, while the ηmax is smaller than the others. 
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Fortunately, we can easy enhance it by increasing the input pump power and/or using longer 
waveguide with some bandwidth penalty. For example, when the waveguide length is 3 cm 
and the pump power increases from 150 to 300 mW, the maximum efficiency will increases 
from −15.67 dB (2%W−1cm−2) to −10.27 dB (3.5%W−1cm−2). Furthermore, if we take 
advantage of 4-cm-long BCGs instead of the 3 cm one, though the bandwidth decreases from 
180 nm to 155 nm, it is still large enough to cover most of the S-band, and the whole C- and 
L-bands, the enhancement of 4.6 dB in ηmax can be achieved further; at the same time the 
response flatness of 0.54 dB in 4 cm waveguide is also better. 

It is worth noting that the above results are simulated without considering waveguide loss. 
In fact, the propagation loss will degrade the conversion efficiency, but scarcely affect the 
bandwidth and the flatness [10,14]. Considering waveguide has loss and assuming them to be 
0.35 dB/cm and 0.7 dB/cm for 1550-nm band and 775-nm band [26], respectively, if we still 
use 4-cm-long BCGs instead of the 3 cm one, the enhancement in maximum efficiency will 
decrease from 4.6 dB (without loss) to 4.0 dB. Moreover, the reduction in efficiency will 
becomes more relevant for increasing waveguide lengths, as shown in Fig. 4(a). This means, 
the improvement of the conversion efficiency, achieved by utilizing long loss-waveguide, will 
be weakened with the increase of waveguide length in comparison to the case without 
considering waveguide loss. 

 

Fig. 4. Maximum conversion efficiencies (a) and response flatness (b) versus the total 
waveguide length in uniform grating, 3-segment grating and BCGs. 

In the practical waveguide fabrication process, there exist manufacturing errors and some 
unpredictable factors which will both lead to a fluctuation of the length of fabricated gratings. 
The BCGs structure is, hence expected to be insensitive to the variation of length to make sure 
that similar conversion performances can be obtained. Thus, the manufacturing tolerance of 
the waveguide length is studied. Figure 5(a) shows the conversion efficiencies versus signal 
wavelength for BCGs with different waveguide total lengths. The periods used in Fig. 5(a) are 
all calculated by employing Eq. (1) and setting the chirp coefficients γ, τ and ξ to 0.00256, 
11.2, and 7.2, which are utilized to achieve optimal conversion performances for a 3.5-cm-
long waveguide above. As shown in Fig. 5(a), all parameters of interest: conversion 
bandwidth, maximum conversion efficiency and response flatness are waveguide length 
dependent. To clearly show the manufacturing tolerance of the BCGs structure, relative errors 
of the maximum conversion efficiency, bandwidth and flatness, corresponding to Fig. 5(a), 
are calculated and illustrated in Figs. 5(b)-5(d), respectively. In these figures, the horizontal 
axis denotes the deviation of waveguide lengths from 3.5 cm, the vertical axes are relative 
errors of ηmax, Δλ and F, respectively. It is easily seen from Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) that, if 
fabrication error is kept within 0.1 cm, the relative errors of ηmax and Δλ are less than 2.6% 
and 1.2%, respectively, which means almost the same maximum conversion efficiency and 
conversion bandwidth can be achieved compared to those of the ideal structure. Though the 
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relative errors of flatness for 3.4 cm and 3.6 cm BCGs are as high as −16.1% and 27.4%, 
respectively, as shown in Fig. 5(d), the flatness absolute values of them are still better than 
that of the 3-segment grating whose flatness is 0.82 dB for 3.5 cm waveguide at the same 
conditions. When the manufacturing error is larger than 0.1 cm, the response flatness will 
changes more rapidly. Based on the theory above we can conclude that the maximum 
manufacturing tolerance of waveguide length for BCGs structure should be smaller than 0.1 
cm. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Conversion efficiencies versus signal wavelength for BCGs with the same poling 
period but different total waveguide lengths, and the corresponding relative errors of (b) ηmax, 
(c) Δλ and (d) F versus deviation of waveguide lengths from 3.5 cm. 

4. Conclusion 

A novel BCG structure has been proposed to broaden the bandwidth and flatten the response 
of wavelength converters based on cascaded SHG + DFG. Analyses show that the conversion 
bandwidth can be efficiently widened by employing this structure and optimizing its period, 
meanwhile the ripple on response can be made very small. A comparison among BCGs, 
uniform grating, and segmented grating is also performed, for various waveguide lengths, and 
demonstrates that BCG-based device has excellent bandwidth and better response flatness. As 
an illustrative example, for the 3-cm-long waveguide, the bandwidth and response flatness in 
BCG, uniform, and 3-segment gratings are 180 nm, 82 nm and 160 nm, and 0.62 dB, 0.64 dB 
and 0.82 dB, respectively. Although the maximum conversion efficiency of BCGs is smaller 
than that of the uniform and 3-segment gratings, it can be easily improved by enhancing the 
pump power and/or moderately increasing the waveguide length with some bandwidth 
penalty. Furthermore, when the manufacturing tolerance of the BCGs’ length is smaller than 
0.1 cm, almost the same conversion properties can be achieved. Therefore the proposed BCGs 
are suitable for the waveguide fabrication. 
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